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5 Reasons Your Practice is NOT 
Growing ((all fixable)) 

It’s funny in a way. We study so hard to get all those initials after our 
name…and we feel excited to build and grow and help the world! We want 
to feel confident and like we are really using our skills.


And it hits us, we really are not taught the valuable skill of building and 
growing a practice.


We are BIZ OWNERS! We are ENTREPRENEURS.  

It’s just sometimes we realize it can be a challenge to do it all. And then we 
get stuck. We plateau.


Being in that spot is due to not fully understanding how to build and grow 
a practice.


I remember when I first had the AHA moment was when I had everything 
set up…and wondered where the clients were. And when I at least had 
that figured out, I had the AHA moment of feeling burnt out and stuck.


These five reasons will get you off your plateau…every time. Keep this 
workbook handy because as we grow, we can become stuck again. 
Maybe from old habits, but also because business changes and we need 
to stay FRESH in how we build and grow!


Some of these reasons overlap slightly. It can be easy to be in a little bit of 
a funk when you are working hard to build and you want to grow…and 
there is a stall, a plateau, a rut, a stuckness… and you don’t wan it.


In Video ONE we will give an overview of the  5 Reasons Your Practice is 
NOT Growing. The good news is all are FIXABLE.


So deep breath…yes, there are answers. 
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In Video TWO we will go over exercises that will give you breakthroughs 
and how to get you into the FIXABLE place!


VIDEO 1. 5 Reasons Your Practice is NOT Growing


How do you define: OLD SCHOOL MARKETING?


How do you define “winging it”?


How do you relate with having money issues?


How do you specialize?


How do you resist getting support?


VIDEO 2. 5 Reasons Your Practice is NOT Growing 
and How to Begin Fixing It


Below are some exercises to do with the video and then on your own. You 
will note there are a lot of questions for you to complete. Just the very act 
of completing these questions will help you begin to see WHERE YOUR 
BUSINESS is stagnating. 


Where you are STUNTING it’s growth?  
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Once you have identified a few areas, then you can begin to invest time 
and developing a plan of action and systems to help you execute the plan!


Then you are going to see the growth spurt again! 

Remember, the very fact that you got to a plateau shows you could grow 
enough to get there! So you will be able to have a breakthrough again!


1. Stop with the Old school marketing.

                     


Defined by: Having a single way of marketing and/or a single revenue 
stream. Today we have so many opportunities to find new clients, to serve 
in a higher capacity, to expand our reach, to make a difference and an 
impact! To make as much money as we have ever wanted to…to be free. 
That’s why you have a practice…to be free.


So get outside the box. Stop playing safe. If you have gotten far enough to 
even think, “I need to grow my practice.”…YOU CAN DO THIS! You are a 
seeker. Now be an implementer!


And stop procrastinating due to your perfectionism! 

Procrastination is the killer of goals. The death of goals is the death of a 
dream. 


Perfectionism breeds BROKE!! 

You don’t want to be broke, even if you have huge revenue! This is about 
making money in YOUR pocket. 


How many ways do you market?


How many revenue and/or marketing streams do you have? 


For example: 
Speaking for free to sell a product.

Speaking for fee as an expert.

Website offering products or using affiliate links. 
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Hiring complimentary providers.  
Renting out your office space.

Offering various programs. 

Creating a group practice.

Adding coaching.


and marketing: 
Referrals

Networking

Local/community involvement

Speaking

Online advertisement.

How many social media platforms do you use?

Email marketing

Blog writing

Podcasts

Local papers

National publications

Guesting on: television, expert panels


This was by far a small list. 


Which 2 can you begin to implement today?


2. No More Winging It! 


Maybe you don’t know your numbers. Maybe you don’t track. Yikes!


Plan your work and work your plan!  

If you don’t plan, guess what it will be 5 years from now and you will not 
be where you want to be…wait, what about 3 months from now?

It doesn’t take much to totally change your practice!
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Planning is the key!

Put on your business hat.

You are in business.


Your job is to have clients find you! You have to find them!  

What actions do you take daily, weekly, monthly and yearly to put on your 
business hat?


What is your market plan?


What are you daily to-do’s?


What do you have planned for next year?


How are you going to reach your year end goal this year?


Have you determined what your income goal is?


Why you want that much money?


What are you going to do to make your income goal?


What is the number of clients you need to see at what rate?


When are you taking off work for vacation?


What you have done as far as marketing so that when you vacation you 
are either 

a: still getting paid because you have a leveraged business or 

b: padded either side of your vacation or maybe other time of year when 
you are extra busy to reach the income goal even with a vacation?


What numbers are you tracking? 
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Calls turning into clients? 


Number of ads running? 


List building numbers? 


Social Media numbers? 


Calls to get speaking gigs? 


How many were in the audience? 


Number of programs/products sold? 


How long does the billing process take? 


Where are you not showing up in your biz?  

Advertising, hiring support, staffing issues, automation, delegation, 
marketing, plan development, system implementation, branding, product 
development, list building?


3. Write a new Money Story: Change Money 
Mindset


If you don’t work on your money story you will not be able to make the 
income you deserve and desire. We all bring out money story with us. We 
must be diligent work EXPAND how we are thinking. 


When you hear me say, “What would life be like if you DOUBLED your 
income?”
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What came up for you?


Whose voice did you hear in your head?


What did they say?


What would life be like?


What could you do differently?


What could you do more of?


What stress would be lifted off your shoulders if you made more money?


What is you money story? 


The story you keep telling yourself about making money? 


People with money? 


Being wealthy? Being rich?


How is that story RUNNING your life now?


What is the cost of this story?


Do you feel confident stating your rate?


Do you ever squirm when discussing money?


What is your relationship like with money?


Do you invest in your business? Marketing? Coaching/consultant/
strategist?
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4. Quit with being a generalist. Start Specializing. 

If you are not specializing and narrowing your niche you are missing out on 
tons of revenue, profit…money! You are not fully serving people.

When you fail to specialize sometimes people will not believe you know 
what you are talking about.

Would you go to a cardiologist or just your Ole Regular P.C. doc? Just 
because the Ole Regular P.C. doc can talk about hearts…doesn’t mean 
you want him to operate on you….right!


What is your niche? 


How do you separate yourself from others?


Who could you talk to all day?


What would you talk about all day?


What do you love to study?


What is calling to your heart? Your mind? Your soul? Your wallet?


What is your big mission?


Who do you want to serve?
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5. Stop trying to do it all alone. Get support.

Think about your chosen career. 

Think about the people you want to help. 


What if they really were afraid or stubborn about hiring you.  

How does that feel?


What are you logically telling yourself about that? 


You are probably thinking they would do better, feel better and be further 
ahead if they would just hire you.


You are no different. 


You are wasting time by not getting support in helping you grow your 
business. 

 It’s just that simple.  

We are in the business of helping people. We want to help people. We 
know we can help people. AND we know they need our help.


It’s the same thing for you. 


Just because you have all your degrees, certificates and licenses doesn’t 
mean you know how to grow your practice.


Did you learn this in school? 


No. You have gotten to where you are by trial and error. 

It’s time to save time, money and stress by getting help.
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When thinking about RETURN ON INVESTMENT we need to look at how 
someone can help you save time, make more and remove the stress.


What is that worth to you?


What would it feel like to get support?


What would it feel like to have someone design a plan of action with you?


What would it feel like to be able to have a business full of simple systems 
that would remove some of you having to work in all areas of your biz?


How much time have you wasted searching for an answer?


How much money have you left on the table because you didn’t have a 
marketing plan?


How many people are not getting served because they don’t know how to 
find you and you haven’t figured out how to find them?


Do you want to impact people?


What is it you are gaining by not hiring someone?


Let’s get real about our numbers/money…. 

What if you charge $250 per hour and it takes you 5 hours to figure 
something out, that’s 1250 bucks. 


What if you had a strategist that could have answered the question 
in 10 minutes?


What could you have done with that other 4 hours and 50 minutes? 

Would you have spent time with your kids? 

Seen more clients? Finally wrote a few chapters in that book you 
want to write? Take a nap? Go to yoga!
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You see, my goal is to help you live A BIG, BOLD LIFE & BIZ. And this 
means freedom!


Emotional, financial and time freedom. 

You are someone who wants to help people. 


Maybe you have never even asked for help in your business. Maybe you 
are an entrepreneur at heart and really want to grow big!


Well, two things. 


One if you have never talked with a life & biz strategist, let me invite you to 
speak with me. This is what we will do. In 40 minutes, we will create a 
plan, you will know the very next steps and you will be able to understand 
the benefits to your very personal business by working with someone. 


This is a complimentary call to you. Just schedule a time right here: 
Mary's Calendar 

If that feels like you need a little more time…pop over to my website: 
MaryBicknell.com  

and read some other helpful tips about building a practice, changing 
mindset, stop comparing yourself…and so much more to help you have a 
BIG, BOLD LIFE & BIZ. 


AND IF YOU NEED another helper, grab this training: 


MaryBicknell.com/moneymap 

We will walk through How to Create & Fund the Life & Biz You Want…in 5 
steps. Sometimes you just need a little help looking at the numbers. 
Sometimes you just have’t tried various revenue streams to see what the 
options are. 


--  
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I'm Mary Bicknell, 
MSW. Life & 
Business Strategist 
helping women who 
are coaches, 
therapists or 
helping 
professionals, grow 
their practices so 
they can make 
MORE IMPACT, 
make MORE 
PROFIT and make 
a BIG, BOLD life & 
biz. 

I help with the HOW-TO’s and Help women get their head in the game, 
create a biz & marketing plan and create leverage for automation and 

scaling. My clients have more free time and have more profits.  
(often 4X'S or more)  

My own successful biz took off as soon as I implemented my proven 

system. In fact, 450% in a single year! Now I can work when I want, be a 
hands on mama to my daughter and help women live out their own 
visions! 

My company SeeTheSigns, LLC has a mission and 
legacy goal to touch 1 Million Lives 
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Mary Bicknell, M.S.W. Business Strategist, Mentor, Speaker 

"Life isn't waiting around for you to get it all together, it's 
marching forward with OR without you.  Nothing feels worse 
than to not live out those dreams you have been carrying 
around....maybe for years. It's not as hard as you think....I 
PROMISE!" 
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